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2018: Last Chance to Square the Circle of the Art Market ?
“Squaring the circle is a problem proposed by ancient geometers. It is the challenge of constructing
a square with the same area as a given circle by using only a finite number of steps with compass
and straightedge.
In 1882, the task was proven to be impossible, as a consequence of the Lindemann–Weierstrass
theorem which proves that pi (π) is a transcendental, rather than an algebraic irrational number;
that is, it is not the root of any polynomial with rational coefficients. Approximate squaring to
any given non-perfect accuracy, in contrast, is possible in a finite number of steps, since there are
rational numbers arbitrarily close to π.
The expression "squaring the circle" is sometimes used as a metaphor for trying to do the
impossible.” (Wikipedia)
178 years ago, the invention of photography opened the way to create images and
also to reproduce art, giving access to the multitude, promoting the frame of a
market. Photography also gave more and more freedom to the artists, allowing
pictorial documentation and proof of ephemeral installations.
Now we are engaged in a great technological revolution, testing whether
photography and art on paper or any archive so conceived and so dedicated, can
long endure... (follow on page 25)
The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners
by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.
The physical descriptions, attributions, origins, and printing dates of books and photographs have
been carefully ascertained by collation and through close analysis of comparable works.
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After being tormented by the voice, Christian desperately searches the trash
outside the house for a note which contains the boy's phone number.
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THE SQUARE IS A 2017 SWEDISH SATIRICAL DRAMA FILM ...

written and directed by Ruben Östlund, and starring Claes Bang, Elisabeth Moss, Dominic West and Terry
Notary. The film is about publicity surrounding an art installation, and was partly inspired by an installation
Östlund and producer Kalle Boman had made.
The story for the film was conceived when director Ruben Östlund and producer Kalle Boman entered an installation
into the Vandalorum Museum in Värnamo in 2014. In their artists' statement, they wrote "The Square is a
sanctuary of trust and caring. Within it we all share equal rights and obligations." While working on the screenplay,
Östlund visited numerous art galleries.
In one scene, a man with Tourette's syndrome yells at a reporter. Östlund said this was inspired by a true incident
at a Swedish theatre, and was depicted without fear of insensitivity, since he said all people are satirized in his
work. The beginning of the film was also inspired by a true incident, when in Gothenburg Östlund saw a woman
run to a man, saying someone was going to kill her. Another man arrived and yelled. It turned out to be a ploy, in
which Östlund's cellphone was stolen.
Originally with the performance artist who entertains the affluent patrons, Östlund was considering modelling the
character after G.G. Allin, but deciding that that would be too "extreme", he fell back on his interest in animal
imitations. In crafting the scene, his concept was: "this internationally recognized artist is pretending to be a wild
beast. What happens when he enters a room full of people in tuxedos?" The scene was inspired by a real incident
with the artist Oleg Kulik, who performs as a dog and had attacked people at a notorious event in Stockholm.
At Cannes, critical reception was largely positive, though it was not expected to win the Palme d'Or. Variety's
Owen Gleiberman called the film "a suavely merciless take-down of the decadence of the contemporary art world,"
remarking the museum depicted is motivated by greed...” (Wikipedia)

Théophile Bouchet. Squared
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Squares and Rectangles: Collecting Stamps and Postcards
Postal history studies the postal systems and how they operate and, or, the study of postage stamps and covers and
associated material illustrating historical episodes of postal systems both before and after the introduction of the adhesive
stamps. It includes the study of postmarks, post offices, postal authorities, postal rates and regulations and the process
by which letters are moved from sender to recipient, including routes and choice of conveyance. A classic example is the
Pony Express, which was the fastest way to send letters across the United States during the few months that it operated.
Covers that can be proven to have been sent by the Pony Express are highly prized by collectors.
In a moment of hesitation between painful material transmission or easy
metadata digital transfer, one can still access to both world, and choose
how to spend leisure time between bookshelves and internet scintillant sites.
One of the first consequences of that choice, that everybody can easily
notice, is the accelerating disappearance of the traditional postal services
with the paper letters, the adhesive stamps.
Therefore Philately is becoming less fashionable.
It was such a great way to learn history and political geography. A stubborn way to learn about
incorrect political geography of vanished empires from an adhesive paper less than a square cm.
Such a great way to learn also about collecting itself, with all its dangers, its adrenalin discharges.
Learning how fakes start in the exact same minute as value of collectibles. And how a vintage fake
version gives more than a perfect but late or recent edition.
All the stamps reproduced here come from the same album,
a large quarto album published in 1895 and copiously
completed with stamps found on the correspondence of an
international company.
Provenance: Pierre Mainguet (1855-1926), was the grand
son of Henri Plon (1806-1872), and director of the famous
Parisian Publishing House he had founded, Plon & Nourrit,
after 1895.
A manuscript note specifies that the
Pierre Mainguet’s stamps album was
transmitted to Charlotte. All of the
stamps illustrated are in the above
album
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The Penny Black and The Two Penny Blue*, 1840
“The Penny Black was the world's first adhesive postage stamp used in a public postal system. It was first issued in
Great Britain on 1 May 1840, for official use from 6 May of that year. It features a profile of Queen Victoria.
The two upper corners hold Maltese crosses with radiant solar discs at their centres; the lower corner letters show the
position of the stamp in the printed sheet, from "A A" at top left to "T L" at bottom right. The sheets, printed by
Perkins Bacon, consisted of 240 stamps in 20 rows of 12 columns. One full sheet cost 240 pence or one pound; one
row of 12 stamps cost a shilling. As the name suggests, the stamp was printed in black ink. A two penny stamp printed
in blue and covering the double-letter rate (up to 1 oz or 28 g) was issued on 8 May 1840.” (Italic quotations are
from Wikipedia’s extensive articles on postal history)
*The Two Penny Blue or The Two Pence Blue was the world's second official postage stamp.
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French Ceres Series, 1849
The Ceres series was the first postage stamp series of France, issued in 6 different values from 1849 to 1850 as a
representation of the French Republic.
The series bore the effigy of Ceres, goddess of growing plants in Roman mythology. Jacques-Jean Barre did the initial
drawing and gravure.
After the coup in December 1851, Prince-President Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte decided to have his effigy on French
stamps. The first denominations were issued progressively from September 1852 and throughout the Second Empire.
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Papal States, 1852
As Italy was not unified until 1861, its early postal history is tied to the various kingdoms and smaller realms that
ruled in the peninsula : Piedmont 1851–1862, Tuscany 1851–1860, Modena 1852–1860, Naples 1858–1861,
Papal States 1852–1870, Parma 1852–1860, Romagna 1859–1860, Sardinia 1851–1863, Sicily 1859–
1860.
By 1861, much of the Papal States' territory had been conquered by the Kingdom of Italy. Only Lazio, including
Rome, remained under the Pope's temporal control. In 1870, the Pope lost Lazio and Rome and had no physical
territory at all, not even the Vatican.
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Il Marzocco, Florence, 1851-1859
On April 1, 1851, Tuscany issued its first adhesive postage stamps. The stamps depict a crowned lion resting a paw
on a shield with the fleur-de-lis. The image is based on the Renaissance sculpture by Donatello of a lion called the
Marzocco which was originally commissioned for Pope Martin V and moved in 1812 to the Piazza della Signoria in
Florence where it became a symbol of Florentine liberties. The stamps shared a common design, differing only in color
and denomination. The stamps were initially issued in denominations of 1 and 2 soldi, and 2, 4 and 6 crazie. In
July 1851, 1 and 9 crazie stamps were issued and in 1852, Tuscany introduced a 1 quattrino for mailing newspapers
and a 60 crazie stamp for international use. The Tuscan lira was divided into 12 crazie, or 20 soldi or 60 quattrini.
Between 1857 and 1859, the stamps, other than the 2 soldi and 60 crazie values, were reissued in the same or similar
colors, but printed on white paper. Grand Duke Leopold II abdicated on July 21, 1859, and was succeeded by his son,
Ferdinand IV, who was deposed after 27 days.
Tuscany's postage stamps are among the most highly prized and collected classic stamps and have been extensively
studied by philatelists. Tuscany's postage stamps have been forged numerous times for the philatelic market. Fernand
Serrane stated in 1927 that "a small book would be needed to describe in detail the more than 100 or so counterfeits
of the first two Tuscany issues.
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9 Kreuzer, Baden, 1851
Prior to the German unification of 1871, individual German states and entities started to release their own stamps,
Bavaria first on November 1, 1849 with the one kreuzer black. States or entities that issued stamps subsequently were
Baden (1851), Bergedorf (1861), Brunswick (1852), Bremen (1855), Hamburg (1859), Hanover (1850),
Heligoland (1867), Lübeck (1859), Mecklenburg-Schwerin (1856), Mecklenburg-Strelitz (1864), Oldenburg
(1852), Prussia (1850), Saxony (1850), Schleswig-Holstein (1850), and Württemberg (1851). Also Thurn und
Taxis, while not a state, had the authority to issue stamps and transport mail and released stamps (1852).
On May 1, 1851, the first definitive stamps, the 1, 3, 6, and 9 Kreuzer, were issued in the Grand Duchy of Baden.
Philatelists refer to the colour misprint of the 9 Kreuzer value of the first stamp issue in cyan instead of pink as the "9
Kreuzer error". The stamps were printed with black ink on coloured paper; green paper was intended for the 6 Kreuzer
value, but mistakenly used to print a number of 9 Kreuzer stamps. Four examples are known: one, unused, which was
auctioned in 2008 for €1,314,500, and three that are cancelled: one, last seen in 1919, on a piece, and two on letters.
Of the two covers, one was sold to the Reichspost Museum and is now in Berlin's Museum of Post and Communication,
the other, still in private hands, from the German States collection of John R. Boker, Jr., was sold at the Heinrich
Köhler auction of Boker's collection in 1985 for $833,595.
The error is one of the great philatelic rarities of the world.
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Bergedorf, 1861
Bergedorf is of note to philatelists because it issued its own postage stamps in 1861. At that time it had 2,989
residents, making it by far the smallest of the German towns to do so. The issue included 5 square stamps with
denominations from ½ to 4 schillings. All used the same design - a combined coat of arms of Hamburg and Lübeck
- but the higher values were larger stamps. All values were printed in black on different colored papers, except for the 3s
stamp, which was printed in blue on pink paper.
Since Bergedorf was such a small town, relatively few of these stamps were made, and even fewer used. Reprints,
forgeries, and especially faked cancellations are quite common.
Bergedorf began using stamps of the North German Confederation in 1868.
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Large Hermes Heads, Greece, 1861
The first stamps of Greece were the so-called "Large Hermes heads", depicting a profile of the Greek messenger god
Hermes in a frame strongly resembling that used for contemporary stamps of France. The basic design was by the
French engraver Albert Désiré Barre and the first batch was printed in Paris by Ernst Meyer. The first set was issued
on October 1, 1861. It consisted of seven denominations (1 lepton, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 lepta).
In November 1861 the printing plates were transferred to Athens and subsequent printings made there. The plates
continued in use into the mid-1880s, resulting in a number of varieties due to plates becoming worn and then cleaned,
as well as the printing of the stamps on several kinds of paper. Most types were also printed with control numbers on
the back, and all were imperforate.
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United States of Ionian Islands, 1859
The first Greek-inscribed stamps were not issued by Greece proper, but by the nearby Ionian Islands.
Under British rule from 1815 to 1864, this island group was known as the United States of the Ionian Islands. A
set of three stamps was issued on May 15, 1859. Printed by Perkins, Bacon & Co. of London and inscribed
ΙΟΝΙΚΟΝ ΚΡΑΤΟΣ (Ionian State), they depicted a profile of Queen Victoria. All were imperforate and bore no face
value, this being indicated by their colors; orange (½ penny), blue (1 penny) and lake (2 pence). These stamps became
invalid after the Ionian Islands were ceded to Greece on June 28, 1864.
From 1204, the Republic of Venice controlled Corfu and slowly all the Ionian islands fell under Venetian rule. In the
15th century, the Ottomans conquered most of Greece, but their attempts to conquer the islands were largely unsuccessful.
Zakynthos passed permanently to Venice in 1482, Kefallonia and Ithaki in 1483, Lefkada in 1502. Kythera had
been in Venetian hands since 1238.
The islands thus became the only part of the Greek-speaking world to escape Ottoman rule, which gave them both a
unity and an importance in Greek history they would otherwise not have had. Corfu was the only Greek island never
conquered by the Turks.Under Venetian rule, many of the upper classes spoke Italian (or Venetian in some cases) and
converted to Roman Catholicism, but the majority remained Greek ethnically, linguistically, and religiously.
In 1797 Napoléon Bonaparte conquered Venice. By the Treaty of Campo Formio the islanders found themselves under
French rule, the islands being organised as the départments Mer-Égée, Ithaque and Corcyre. In 1798, the Russian
Admiral Ushakov evicted the French, and established the Septinsular Republic under joint Russo-Ottoman protection—
the first time Greeks had had even limited self-government since the fall of Constantinople in 1453.[2] In 1807, the
Ionian Islands were ceded again to the French in the Treaty of Tilsit and occupied by the French Empire. In 1809,
the British defeated the French fleet in Zakynthos (October 2, 1809) captured Kefallonia, Kythera and Zakynthos, and
took Lefkada in 1810. The French held out in Corfu until 1814. The Treaty of Paris in 1815 turned the islands
into the "United States of the Ionian Islands" under British protection (November 5, 1815).
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Tughra, Constantinople, 1863
On January 1, 1863, Turkey issued its first adhesive postage stamps.
The design consists of the tughra, the Turkish emblem of sovereignty, for the then current ruler Sultan Abdülaziz, over
a crescent bearing the inscription in Ottoman Turkish Devleti Aliye Osmaniye, or "The Sublime Ottoman Empire".
Between some of the stamps there is a control band with the words Nazareti Maliye devleti aliye, or "Ministry of
Finance of the Imperial Government". The stamp was designed and lithographed at the Constantinople mint, and the
writing is entirely in Turkish using Arabic script. The issue includes four denominations issued as regular postage
stamps.
Stamps of Turkey, especially the nineteenth-century issues, have been extensively forged for the philatelic market, including
both rare and common issues. As Fernand Serrane, one of the great experts in stamp forgeries, warned, "Forged overprints
pullulate; all the more reason why one should avoid involvement". A number of philatelists have published studies of
the forgeries of Turkey.
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Poste Vice Reali Egiziane, 1865
Carlo Meratti, an Italian, set up the first postal system in Egypt in 1821. This was a private enterprise which in
1842 was named "Posta Europea". The Egyptian Government, in 1857, sanctioned it to carry on all inland postal
services. This concession was purchased by the Egyptian Government and on 1 January 1865 it took control of this
service. This service was renamed to "Poste Vice Reali Egiziane".
First Egyptian stamps were issued on 1 January 1866.
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1d Cape Triangular, 1866
Stamps were first issued by the colony on 1 September 1853. The two stamps that were issued were a one penny in
brick-red and a four pence in blue. They were printed by Messrs Perkins, Bacon & Co in London. The original die for
these stamps was cut by William Humphrys, an engraver employed by Perkins Bacon. Sheets of a special handmade
paper, measuring 282 mm by 536 mm, were used to print 240 stamps per sheet. The stamps were issued imperforate.
The rate of postage within the colony was 4d for a half ounce letter and 1d for a newspaper.
On 18 February 1858 two new values became available: a six pence and a one shilling. The six pence rate was for
payment of half ounce letters to Great Britain and the one shilling rate was for postage to some foreign countries. On
15 September 1860 the rate for local letters in Cape Town was reduced to 1d. A similar reduction was made in Port
Elizabeth on 1 May 1861.
On 1 April 1863 the rate to Great Britain was increased to one shilling, if sent by mail packet, and reduced to four
pence, if sent by private vessels.
The triangular stamps were demonetised on 1 October 1900.
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Bicolored 4 Annas, Calcutta, 1854
The first stamps valid for postage throughout India were placed on sale in October 1854 with four values: 1/2 anna,
1 anna, 2 annas, and 4 annas. Featuring a youthful profile of Queen Victoria aged 15 years, all four values were
designed and printed in Calcutta, and issued without perforations or gum.
All were lithographed except for the 2 annas green, which was produced by typography from copper clichés or from
electrotyped plates. The 4 annas value (illustrated) was one of the world's first bicolored stamps, preceded only by the
Basel Dove, a beautiful local issue.
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Princely State of Junagadh, 1868
British India had hundreds of Princely States, some 652 in all, but most of them did not issue postage stamps. The
stamp-issuing States were of two kinds: the Convention States and the Feudatory States. The postage stamps and postal
histories of these States provide great challenges and many rewards to the patient philatelist. Many rarities are to be
found here. Although handbooks are available, much remains to be discovered.
Saurashtra is a peninsular region of western India, located on the Arabian Sea coast. It covers about a third of Gujarat
state, notably 11 districts of Gujarat, including Rajkot District.
The first postage stamps of the state were issued for Princely State of Junagadh in 1864. They consisted of three
lines of Hindi script in colourless letters on black, and were produced by hand-stamping with watercolor ink.
A second issue, in 1868 used coloured letters, printed in black or red on several colours of paper.
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Jhalawar, 1887
Jhalawar is a city in southeastern Rajasthan. It was the capital of the former princely state of Jhalawar, and is the
administrative headquarters of Jhalawar District. Jhalawar was once known as Brijnagar.
The city of Jhalawar was founded by a Rajput Jhala Zalim Singh, who was then the Dewan of Kota State (1791
A.D.). He established this township, then known as Chaoni Umedpura, as a cantonment. The township was at the
time surrounded by dense forests and wildlife.
The independent state of Kota became a reality in 1631 when Rao Madho Singh, the second son of Rao Ratan of
Bundi was made the ruler, by the Mughal Emperor Jahangir. Soon Kota outgrew its parent state to become bigger in
area, richer in revenue and more powerful. Maharao Bhim Singh played a pivotal role in Kota's history, having held a
'Mansab' of five thousand and being the first in his dynasty to have the title of Maharao. Zalim Singh, a diplomat
and statesman, emerged as another prominent figure of the state in the 18th century. Although initially being a general
of Kota's army, he rose to the regent of the kingdom after the king died leaving a minor on the throne. He remained a
direct administrator of the state. In 1817, a treaty of friendship was signed between him and the British on his condition
of carving out a part from the existing state for his descendants resulting in Jhalawar coming into existence in 1838.
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Annam & Tonkin, 1888
The postage stamps of French Indochina begin on May 16, 1886, with the overprinting of "5" or "5 C. CH." on
the generic stamps of the French Colonies, for use in Cochinchina (mainly Saigon).
On January 21, 1888, stamps crudely overprinted A & T (meaning Annam & Tonkin), along with a "1" or "5",
and also on the generic colonies stamps, were issued for those territories.
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Hong Kong
On 8 December 1862, the Office issued the first set of Hong Kong postage stamps. Before that, only British soldiers
in Hong Kong could use British stamps while other local residents did not have any.
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Local Stamps, USA, 1850s
“The most common locals are those of Blood's, Boyd's, Hussey's and Swart's. Most others are rare to extremely rare.”
(http://catalogue.klaseboer.com/vol1/html/uslocovw.htm). Many forgeries do exist starting in the
19th century.
This smaller page is loose inside the Mainguet album. All the illustrated stamps are from the same
album.
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A classic example is the Pony Express, which was the fastest way to send letters across the United States during the few
months that it operated. Covers that can be proven to have been sent by the Pony Express are highly prized by collectors..
William Russell, senior partner of 'Russell, Majors, and Waddell' and one of the biggest investors in the Pony Express,
used the 1860 presidential election as a way to promote the Pony Express and how fast it could deliver the U.S. Mail.
Prior to the election, Russell hired extra riders to ensure that fresh riders and relay horses were available along the route.
On November 7, 1860, a Pony Express rider departed Fort Kearny, Nebraska Territory (the end of the eastern telegraph
line) with the election results. Riders sped along the route, over snow-covered trails and into Fort Churchill, Nevada
Territory (the end of the western telegraph line). California's newspapers received word of Lincoln's election only seven
days and 17 hours after the East Coast papers, an unrivaled feat at the time.
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Rose Thomas Jefferson, Richmond, 1863
“The postage stamps and postal system of the Confederate States of America carried the mail of the Confederacy for
a brief period in American history. Early in 1861 when South Carolina no longer considered itself part of the Union
and demanded that the U.S. Army abandon Fort Sumter, plans for a Confederate postal system were already underway.
Indeed, the Confederate Post office was established on February 21, 1861; and it was not until April 12 that the
American Civil War officially began, when the Confederate Army fired upon US soldiers who had refused to abandon
the fort. However, the United States Post Office Department continued to handle the mail of the seceded states as usual
during the first weeks of the war. It was not until June 1 that the Confederate Post office took over collection and
delivery, now faced with the task of providing postage stamps and mail services for its citizens.
A 10¢ blue with Thomas Jefferson also appeared in 1861, designed by Charles Ludwig of Hoyer & Ludwig,
Richmond, Virginia. This issue was printed by two different companies: Hoyer & Ludwig and, later, J. T. Paterson
& Co. of Augusta, Georgia. The image of Thomas Jefferson used on both printings lithographically reproduced the
same image that had been engraved on the U.S. 5-cent issue of 1856. Secret marks were added by the Paterson firm
to the transfer stones to distinguish its version from the Hoyer & Ludwig prints of the same design. The most typical
use was for the ten-cent rate after July 1, 1862. This stamp was reprinted in 1862, in a rose-colored version that is
considerably rarer than the blue original”
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Black Jack, 1863
Black Jack or Blackjack was the 2-Cent denomination United States postage stamp issued from July 1, 1863 to
1869, is generally referred to as the "Black Jack" due to the large portraiture of the United States President, Andrew
Jackson on its face printed in pitch black.
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Abraham Lincoln, 15 cts, black, 1866
On or near April 14, 1866, one year after Lincoln's assassination in 1865, the U.S. Post Office issued its first postage
stamp honoring the fallen president. The engraving of Lincoln was rendered by Joseph Ourdan after a photograph by
C.S. German.It was the first use of photography for a postage stamp in history.
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A modest 2018 New Year address (Tribute to the 1863 Gettysburg Address)

Eight scores and eighteen years ago our fathers brought forth on this world, a new invention, patiently conceived
on several occasions and in several locations, and dedicated to the proposition that all men can create images.
Now we are engaged in a great technological revolution, testing whether those archives on metal and paper or
any archive so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure.
We have reached a great battlefield of that revolution.
We have come to a situation where libraries and museums, many, will soon close or deaccess their collections
soon after they have been digitally preserved.
For many in charge, it is altogether fitting and proper that they should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not control—we can not organize—we can not understand—the consequences
of that dematerialization of our culture.
The brave artists and curators, living and dead, who struggled here, have created this grand legacy, far above
our poor power to add or detract.
The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here.
It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus
far so nobly advanced.
It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us — that from these honored creators
we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion — that we here
highly resolve that these pictures shall not have been created in vain —that this material baggage, shall have
a future — and that the cultural heritage of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the
earth.
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